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Introduction

Three-pronged approach to promote equality at work: 

unilateral employer action (the business case), legal 

regulation and joint regulation (Dickens 2006). 

Union membership in Britain (BEIS 2018):

■6.4 million union members (23.4% of employees).

■Union members are more likely to be in the public sector, 

female and older workers (77% of union members are aged 

35 or older). 



What unions do to help overcome barriers to 

the employment of disabled people

It is helpful to distinguish between two trade union activities:

■formal negotiations and informal dialogue with managers in 

which unions raise concerns that affect disabled members 

and seek to improve disability policies (collective voice).

■disseminating information to disabled people about their 

legal rights and helping enforce these rights, ranging from  

reasonable adjustment requests, grievance/disciplinary 

proceedings and industrial tribunals (facilitation effects). 



Equality bargaining and disability equality 

practices

Positive association between union recognition and workplace 

disability equality policies and practices in Britain (Hoque & 

Bacon 2014). 

Unionised workplaces more likely to:

■have a formal written EO policy with explicit reference to 

treatment or discrimination on the grounds of disability. 

■monitor recruitment and selection procedures by disability, 

and review these procedures to detect indirect discrimination 

on the grounds of disability.

■review relative pay rates by disability.



Equality bargaining and disability equality 

practices contd.

However, positive effect restricted to instances where equality 

decision-making is subject to negotiation or consultation with 

unions. 

Negotiation over equal opportunities issues occurs in only 

15% of British workplaces with a recognised union.

The current legislative framework for industrial relations does 

not require employers to disclose information, consult or 

negotiate on equality issues.

It is outdated given gender pay reporting, and future

reporting on ethnicity, disability/ mental health

and wellbeing.



Trade union equality representatives and 

disability champions

Trade union equality reps are a new type of union activist, 

appointed or elected from existing employees or 

representatives in unionised workplaces to:

■encourage employers to improve equality policies and 

practices

■offer independent advice and guidance on equality issues to 

employees

■raise the profile of the equality agenda within their unions.  

More than three-fifths of equality representatives report a 

positive impact on employer disability practices (higher

than the half reporting a positive impact on employer 

gender, race and age practices) (Bacon & Hoque 2012). 



Trade union equality representatives and 

disability champions contd.

Disability champions- new types of lay workplace trade union 

activists to:

■encourage employers to audit and improve disability policies

■offer independent advice and guidance on disability issues 

to employees. 

Majority report a positive impact on employer willingness to:

■conduct disability audits

■amend/ improve disability equality practices.

Less success in increasing employer willingness to make 

reasonable adjustments (Bacon & Hoque 2015).



Effectiveness of new union reps and future

Equality rep and disability champion effectiveness higher if:

■regular contact with managers

■attend the employers’ equality committee

■represent employees suffering discrimination or 

harassment

■more time spent on the role.

The future of these initiatives depend on:

■funding to train in disability equality

■statutory rights to facility time for new types of reps

■facility time in the public sector threatened by the

Trade Union Act 2016.



Future developments

Labour Party policy is to mandate sectoral collective 

bargaining across the economy to provide unions with a 

key role in sectors with low levels of union membership 

or recognition

Potential to mandate negotiations on disability, mental 

health and wellbeing across the economy, this could be 

linked to the updating of the statutory industrial relations 

framework in Britain, and mandatory reporting on 

progress towards equality and action plans.


